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Description
The exterior of the solarium is fi nished in a black 
coating. The interior (underside) is a cream white 
to refl ect the heat. At the front is a cutaway so 
that the horse can freely move its neck. . The light 
bulbs are built in and are positioned on the spots 
where the horse needs the penetrating infra red 
heat the most. The solarium has only round curbs 
of minimal 40mm so there are no edges where a 
horse can wound itself on.

• No sharp edges
• Good heat deviation
• Higher output because of insulated body
• All electric components are resisted  of 110°C 
• Aluminum Lamp holders
• Ideal for washing place or wet room
• Ultra light and shockproof by its glass fi ber body 
• Automatic air blowers

A  standard
innovative Solution 
You only can fi nd at  kylix
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The KYLIX Solarium assures that your horse recovers more rapidly after heavy 
exertion. The stimulated heat improves the drying time so it has less chance of 
catching a chill and gains a shine in its coat.

Why a solarium?
Infrared rays stimulate the circulation, so that the muscles absorb blood su-
gars more quickly. They also improve the disposal of waste products from the 
muscles to the same extent. This means that your horse recovers more rapidly 
after heavy exertion. The IR rays also ensure that your horse dries off more 
quickly after work or washing. So it has less chance of catching a chill and gains 
a shine in its coat. Moreover, a warming-up under the solarium will produce bet-
ter results in training. All in all, an IR solarium will clearly improve your horse’s 
performance and condition.

The KY16ML
The solarium is made of glass fiber reinforced polyester and is coated with a 
90°C heat resistant coating. All edges are rounded. The solarium is made of two 
pieces and will standard come with eyebolts. The 4 standard build in air blowers 
are switched on automatically when the 30°C is reached. The light bulbs are 
built in and are positioned on the spots where the horse needs the penetrating 
infra red heat the most.  

Technische specificaties
Electrical specs. 230V, 50Hz AC, 14Ampere
Power 3200 Watt 
Lights 8 x 150W IR, 8 x 250W IR
Armature Aluminum with porcelain fittings
Air blower 4 x 90m³ / hour automatic switched at 30°C
Color Green RAL 6009 / Creme-white RAL 9001
Material Glass fiber reinforced polyester
Dimensions L=180cm B=114cm D=43cm
weight 25 Kg
Standard 230V-50Hz Rubber, earthed with build in 

switch for the lights
eye bolts on the solarium , 4x1mtr chain, 
swing hooks en plugs

Safety We recommend the instal lat ion of a 
separate fused (16A) group with a 0.03A  
circuit breaker.

Warranty 1 Year on Carry in base




